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By 1430, the year of grand duke Vytautas’ death, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania was
stretching “from one sea to another”, i.e. from the Baltic to the Black sea, embracing the
historical core, Lithuania propria of contemporary sources (modern east Lithuania and west
Byelorussia), Samogitia (Žemaitija) – the land between Lithuania propria and Prussia, as
well as huge Ruthenian (Russian) lands – the inheritance of Kievan Rus’. The Grand Duchy
of Lithuania was one of the leading powers of East Central Europe, supported by its ally
Poland, and would intervene not only the struggle for power in the Golden Horde, the
nomadic state coming to its decline, but also the interrelations between the Russian states –
the Grand Duchies of Moscow, Tver’, Ryazan’ as well as the republics of Novgorod and
Pskov. By the end of his life Vytautas was even going to shift his status inside and outside
the country by receiving a crown from the Roman king Sigismund I von Luxemburg,
making his Grand Duchy a kingdom.
Everything changed immediately after the death of Vytautas on October 27th, 1430.
The new grand duke Švitrigaila (rus. Svidrigailo, pol. Świdrygiełło) came into open conflict
with the king of Poland (paradoxically, his native brother) Władysław II Jagiełło and was
soon overthrown by a group of nobles, but fled to the Ruthenian lands and started a war
with the new grand duke Žygimantas Kęstutaitis (rus. Sigismund Keistutovich, pol.
Zygmunt Kiejstutowicz), who was supported by Poland. During the war waged from 1432
till 1438, Žygimantas’ base inside the Grand Duchy was Lithuania propria, and Švitrigaila
gained support from its Ruthenian lands. Although Žygimantas won the war, he was
assassinated a few years later, in 1440. This was followed by a series of uprisings in the
provinces of the Grand Duchy against the central power (the data on Smolensk, Volhynia,
Samogitia are extant). Casimir Jagiellończyk, a 13-year-old son of Władysław II, was
proclaimed grand duke, and the situation on the country’s periphery was settled by 1443.
The main question posed by these crisis events is their reasons and character. It is
clear neither why Švitrigaila was overthrown nor why this caused the split of the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania, leave alone the uprisings in its provinces at the beginning of the 1440s.
The historians were trying to follow the scarce direct explanations of the sources and see
these events as a conflict (religious, national or territorial) between the two parts of the
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state, the Lithuanian and the Ruthenian ones. According to them, Švitrigaila was especially
favoring either the Orthodox Church or the Ruthenians, introducing them to the ruling class.
That must have displeased the Lithuanian Catholic nobility (boyars), and thus the coup
d’état in 1432 was their reaction. The reason for the subsequent events must have been an
attempt to get rid of the Lithuanian predominance in the country, either by winning the first
place in the grand-ducal milieu or by reviving in some way the Ruthenian statehood of the
Grand Duchy’s regions.
However, that scheme, widely spread in historiography, is very contradictory, for it
takes into account only a part of facts and ignores the other ones. It was created at the end of
the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century (the names of such scholars as Anatol
Lewicki, Matvey Liubavsky, Oskar Halecki or Henryk Łowmiański are worth mentioning)
and seems to have been to a certain extent politically influenced. That’s why the social and
political history of the period is worth re-examining.
The period is covered with quite many sources of different types. The traditional
basis has been the narrative sources – the Russian/Ruthenian chronicles (first of all the socalled “Smolensk chronicle” written by a contemporary) and Annales Poloniae (often also
referred to as “The History of Poland”) by Cracow canon Jan Długosz, written in the second
half of the same century. Both are very fragmentary, however important, and it is necessary
to distinguish between the facts of Grand Duchy’s political life they reflect and their
authors’ images of the past. The second major group is acts – both treaties with neighboring
states (Poland, the Teutonic Order etc.) as those confirming the donation of land and serfs
(to borrow an English word). Of great importance are their lists of attestants/guarantees,
providing important contemporary information on noble groupings. Several unpublished
acts were obtained in the archives and libraries of Cracow, Kórnik, Moscow, St. Petersburg,
Vilnius and Warsaw. The third group of sources is political correspondence of the 1430s.
Letters of Lithuanian and Polish monarch and nobles as well as those of the Teutonic
Order’s dignitaries are of principal significance for the research, since they reflect an
immediate picture of events, not distorted by the knowledge of their subsequent course and
outcome. The largest part of political correspondence relevant for the topic of my
dissertation is unpublished and preserved in Berlin, among the papers of the so-called
historical Königsberg archive which once belonged to the grand master of the Teutonic
Order – Švitrigaila’s main ally (nowadays in: Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preußischer
Kulturbesitz, XX. Hauptabteilung, Ordensbriefarchiv, Ordensfolianten). However, that type
of sources covers only several regions of the Grand Duchy – first of all Lithuania propria,
then Švitrigaila’s court wandering with the duke himself, Samogitia and Volhynia. Thus, the
extant sources allow to investigate the political and social situation in the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania in the 1430s.
The main directions of my investigation were: (1) the reconstruction of the course of
events, (2) revealing the composition of political groupings (with the help of
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prosopografical and terminological approaches), with special attention to the principles they
were based on, (3) the interpretation of their behavior during the wars and uprisings of the
1430s and 1440s. The main conclusions are as follows:
The main problem of political life of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania from the 1420s
onwards was not the rise of the Ruthenian elites and their alleged struggle for power, not
mentioned by any contemporary source, but the relationships with neighboring countries,
first of all with Poland. The latter were regulated not so much by the legal acts (treaties of
the Polish-Lithuanian union) as by the personal relations of the monarchs. Vytautas
managed to maintain good relations with his cousin Władysław II Jagiełło, but they were
deteriorated by Švitrigaila who was eager to rule as “heres naturalis”, not as the king’s
viceregent (the view expressed by the union acts). Combined with a struggle on vast and
rich border lands of Podolia and Volhynia, the dispute lasted for almost two years.
Švitrigaila was reluctant to reconcile with Poland, but was nearing politically to the
Teutonic Order and building an anti-Polish coalition. I am inclined to think that the very
conflict with Poland led to the coup d’état in 1432, Švitrigaila’s deposition and Žygimantas’
elevation to the grand-ducal throne. By delaying the peace negotiations with Poland (or
helping the grand duke to do so) the Lithuanian ruling class didn’t gain anything, neither
settlement of the problem nor personal security, because feeling of an approaching new war
was in the air. In my opinion, that explanation fits the source data best; however, I don’t
reject another explanation, namely, that Švitrigaila was overthrown because there was a
violation of some rights of nobility (or its certain part) not reflected in the extant sources.
Anyway, there is no reasons to believe that Švitrigaila was protecting the Ruthenians and/or
their faith: no evidence on his donations to the Orthodox Church of this period is known,
and the composition of the ruling elite practically didn’t change since the last years of
Vytautas’ reign.
The supporters of Žygimantas Kęstutaitis were initially a respectively small, but very
influential group of Lithuanian boyars and princes. What they had in common was their
membership of the Grand Duchy’s ruling elite rather than their Catholicism (the princes
taking part in the coup d’état were actually Orthodox). These people were politically broadminded and could adequately understand international as well as inner relations of their
state – a feature the Ruthenian (i.e. local) elites were lacking for. In addition, the
conspirators were holding important posts in the territorial and central (court) administrative
structures of Lithuania propria, where they had large estates, so that they could take the
territory under their control in the name of the new grand duke. The supporters of Švitrigaila
were those, who didn’t take part in the conspiracy and could treat his deposition as a riot
against the legitimate ruler, mostly the Ruthenian princes and boyars, although there were
some Lithuanian nobles in his milieu. That grouping was strengthened by personal
connections: some of Švitrigaila’s active partisans were his old “friends” (or, to put it in
modern terms, political allies) he had won during his long career in the Ruthenian lands.
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Besides, very much depended on his relations with the most prominent Ruthenian princes
and boyars (the latter were sometimes called pany meaning “higher nobles”), whose
influence in their regions was deeply enrooted in their origins, land property and personal
qualities. It must be stressed that the sources do not notice any special ties between
Švitrigaila and the Ruthenian elites “as a whole”; an eventual mechanism of their creating
and working is also hard to imagine. There are numerous facts “inconvenient” for the
adherents of the traditional explanation of the conflict, namely, that such influential
individuals and even regions en masse would change their monarch, leaving Švitrigaila for
Žygimantas Kęstutaitis and vice versa. Case studies show that the reasons were not estate
privileges, actual participation in ruling the state or land donations, though these measures
were used by both rivals to win new adherents and win back the former ones. The success of
a “grand duke” struggling for power depended on whether he managed to come to terms
with its elites. The sources are rather scarce, for their evidence is undirect and has to be
additionally explained, bur there are reasons to believe that the object of the struggle was
the position of the elites (both nobles and prominent townspeople) in “their” lands where
they were enrooted and not elsewhere.
That conclusion seems to be confirmed by the subsequent events. The uprisings in
the Grand Duchy’s lands were caused not by Žygimantas Kęstutaitis’ assassination per se (it
was planned and carried out by a small group of dignitaries for unclear reasons), but by the
Lithuanians’ attempts to interfere into the regions’ inner affairs. What those lands’ elites
needed was indeed not a place in the grand duke’s milieu, but some guarantees of their
leading position in their homelands and a certain level of autonomy within the frames of the
common state. The same impression is left by other political conflicts of the 15th-century
Grand Duchy of Lithuania, such as the emigrations of Chernigov nobles to Muscovy
1406‒1408, the uprising in Samogitia 1418, the conspiracy of the Volhynian nobles 1453 or
the so-called “princes’ conspiracy” against grand duke Casimir 1481. Returning to the
events of the 1430s and early 1440s, it is characteristic that without Švitrigaila (who was
invited only to the Volhynian ducal throne in 1442) the rebels made no attempts to unite.
The careers of Švitrigaila’s active noble adherents also tell us a lot: none of them tried to
make a career on the level of central administration afterwards, except the Lithuanians, who
belonged to the ruling elite by birth. Thus, although the expansion of the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania to Rus’, which had started in the 13th century, had come to its end in the reign of
Vytautas, the real integration of the newly acquired territories was still far from its end for a
very long period of time.
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